
de balie presents: 



INDIA EXPRESS
De Balie proudly presents India Express, showing India through the eyes of  Indian intellec-
tuals and artists. Recurring themes during the programme are changing urban culture, 
inequality, and the digital divide.
India Express encompasses debates, an international symposium, a photo and art exposi-
tion, a documentary film festival, the Kashmir negotiation game, theatre readings, and an  
evening for and by the Indian community. Most events take place in the first weekend, 
during which Indian music DJ’s conclude the night. Friday 14 November: bollywood dJ, 
Saturday 15 November: rebel Up! soundclash dJ & VJ, and Sunday 16 November: dJ 
don. After the weekend India Express continues, with daily stops at the documentaries, and 
theatre readings on 19 and 20 November.

In this booklet you find information on every event, in chronological order. For more  
information please check our website www.debalie.nl. For ticket sale information please see 
the back cover. Get on the bus and experience India Express!
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MUltifarioUs nows:  
MuMbAI MIll lAND StoRIES
r. Gupte & p. shetty | 2008 | Multimedia map | 14 - 23 november

Mumbai’s textile mills date from the 19th century, when the city was a major exporter of  
cotton textiles. Although most of  these mills were closed in the 70s and 80s, due to labor 
conflict and new sources of  competition, they still occupy some 600 acres at the heart of  
Mumbai, a city with some of  the most expensive real estate in the world.
Multifarious Nows is a multimedia map of  the Mumbai mill lands, containing films and other 
objects suggesting (often semi-fictitiously) the nuanced history and multifarious ‘nows’ of  
this dynamic area of  the city. It is an attempt at rebuilding the map of  Mumbai’s mill lands 
beyond its cartographic skin, accessing the richness of  its lived spaces, its memories and 
intricate narratives.
The work is made by Indian architects and urbanists Rupali Gupte - interested in tactical 
urban conditions and design interventions - and Prasad Shetty - concerned with contempo-
rary Indian urbanism, including studies of  post-industrial landscapes in Mumbai.

The art work will be revealed during the official opening of  India Express on 14 November. E
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fw: INDIA EXPRESS
14 - 23 november

This photo exposition, exclusively arranged for India Express, shows work of  Cuny Janssen,  
Martine Stig & Vanessa van Dam, Joyce Vlaming and WassinkLundgren. The photos  
reflect the vision of  Dutch photographers on Indian society.

In her first book of  photographs India (2002), Cuny Janssen presents portraits of  children 
in India, who - for her - represent the pure basis of  human being. In Any resemblance to Existing 
Persons is Purely Coincidental (Stories of  Mr. Wood, 2006) Martine sig & Vanessa van dam 
search for ‘Mr. Wood’. They show us reality as a construction, and question the fictional 
reality and narrative structure of  motion pictures. In India Now Joyce Vlaming investigates 
the position of  her peers in the rapidly changing urban landscape in India. At first, it seems 
unclear what the uniforms protect in wassinklundgren’s photo series on Bollywood 
security guards. Until the details of  the seperate photographs are connected.
 
The photo exposition will be revealed during the official opening of  India Express on 14 November.
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india eXpress:  
VoICES FRoM tHE FRINGE
14 - 23 november

De Balie presents India Express: Voices from the Fringe, a documentary programme which  
focusses on a different India; an India which you do not see in Bollywood films. De Balie 
shows the India in which castes still live separate from each other, where people struggle to 
control meandering rivers, where different population groups strive for more democracy. 

26 documentaries have been selected in cooperation with Chitra Katha Productions and 
IIAS. The pre-selection was carried out by Vikalp: films for freedom, an Indian film 
maker collective which has succesfully resisted increasing government control.

Various Indian directors come exclusively to De Balie to talk about the story underlying 
their documentary and Indian cinema in general. 
 
Read more about the documentaries further along in this booklet and on our website www.debalie.nl
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IN SEARCH oF GANDHI 
lalit Vachani | 2007 | 52’ | 14 november | 20.00 hrs

In the early decades of  the twentieth century, Mahatma Gandhi’s legacy of  non-violent  
revolution or Satyagraha inspired a mass movement of  millions of  Indians to rise up against 
the British colonial state and successfully instigate the establishment of  a democratic and 
free India.

In 2007, the country is preparing to celebrate the 60th anniversary of  independence. But 
what kind of  a democracy does India have today? In road-movie style, the film crew travels 
down the famous trail of  Gandhi’s salt march, the site of  a remarkable mass campaign that 
animated ordinary Indians to join the non-violent struggle for democracy and freedom  
almost a century ago. Stopping at the same villages and cities where Gandhi and his  
followers had raised their call for independence, the film documents the stories of  ordinary 
citizens in India today.

Director lalit Vachani will be present during the programme.
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WHAt WE ouGHt to KNoW
(About INDIA)
14 november | 21.00 hrs

What we ‘outsiders’ don’t know about India which we ought to know according to Indians. 
That is the set-up of  the opening debate of  India Express. First-hand Indian insights from 
Indian thinkers and artists will enrich our knowledge and increase our comprehension of  
India. Come and discover that which you do not know about India!

Confirmed panellists are film maker Paromita Vohr, director of  Morality TV, photographer Swapan Parekh 
of  whose work FOAM organises a photo exposition on Museumplein during the AIF, and architect & artist 
Rupali Gupte whose installation Multifarious Nows is exhibited in De balie as part of  India Express.
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INDIA uNtouCHED
stalin K. | 2007 | 108’ | 14 november | 21.30 hrs

India untouched - Stories of  a People Apart is perhaps the most comprehensive look at Untouch-
ability ever undertaken on film. Director Stalin K. and his team spent four years traveling 
the length and width of  the country to expose the continued oppression of  dalits, the ‘broken 
people’ who still suffer under a 4000 year-old religious system.

The film exposes caste practices and Untouchability in Sikhism, Christianity and Islam, 
amongst the Communists in Kerala and within some of  India’s most revered academic and 
professional institutions.

Stalin K. is a human rights activist and award-winning documentary filmmaker.  
He will be present this evening.
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bY-pass. 
EVERYDAY lIFE AND
CoNtEMPoRARY uRbANISM
15 november | 10.00 hrs 

by-Pass is an international symposium organized by De Balie with Sarai (Delhi) and CRIT 
(Mumbai) about street culture and everyday life in the rapidly transforming megacities of  India 
and China. Inspired by the work of  philosopher Michel de Certeau, this symposium will focus 
specifically on the developments at the micro level and show the practices of  regular urban  
citizens who tend to bypass rather then resist official urban regimes. Ultimately, however, 
these informal practices collide with urban and spatial planning, leading to a continues  
exchange between micro and macro levels in these urban concentration zones.
Renown researchers and urban activists who will participate in the symposium are: Awadhendra Sharan 
(Historian, Delhi), Ravi Sundaram (Sarai), Juan Du (Architectural theorist, University of  Hong Kong), 
Prasad Shetty (CRIT), Rupali Gupte (Architect, Mumbai), Solomon Benjamin (Political scientist, Bangalore 
University of  Toronto), Martijn de Waal (Media scholar, University of  Amsterdam and Groningen), Wing 
Shing Tan (Social geographer, Hong Kong), Ranjani Mazumdar (Film maker and theoretician, Delhi). S
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CoMMuNItY VIDEo PACKAGE
Various directors | 15 november |19.00 hrs

Why would people, who are illiterate, who are expected to walk instead of  taking the bus, 
who live without the luxury of  uninterrupted electricity, need a video camera? To tell their 
stories to each other and to the outside world, by means of  home made videos. Their skills 
to film and edit their stories have not only empowered them, but also their communities. 
The makers of  the community videos are lower caste women in remote villages, indig-
enous people in forest areas, and youngsters in the urban slums of  India. The quote ‘I tell 
my stories about my village better than you who can read and write, because I know my village’, aptly 
reflects the new mind set of  those who can now participate better in processes that deter-
mine their lives.
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bEYoND tHE DIGItAl DIVIDE
15 november | 21.00 hrs

The issue at stake in this debate is whether the stereotype of  India as a country of  extremes 
still applies to the digital divide between the haves and have-nots. In 2004, a report by  
investment bank Goldman Sachs noted that India is home to ‘nearly a third of  the world’s soft-
ware engineers and a quarter of  the world’s undernourished’. Meanwhile, fishermen in Kerala do not 
enter their small boats without mobile phones in their pockets, and the Tibetan community 
in the mountains of  Dharamsala created its own wireless network. The Indian government 
is planning a national smart identity card that should bridge the gap between the common 
man and the government. But is the digital divide in this society divided along caste, class 
and gender actually getting narrower, as many claim?
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SEVEN ISlANDS AND A MEtRo 
Madhusree dutta | 2006 | 100’ | 15 november | 21.30 hrs

The multilingual Bombay, the Bombay of  intolerance, the Bombay of  closed mills, of  popu-
lar culture, sprawling slums and real estate onslaughts, the metropolis of  numerous ghettos, 
the El Dorado. This film is a tale of  the cities of  Bom Bahia / Bombay / Mumbai, through 
a tapestry of  fiction, cinema vérité, art objects, found footage, sound installation and literary 
texts. It is a chronicle of  the journey of  an insignificant settlement to the coveted stature of  
a metropolis.  

The narrative is structured around imaginary debates - between Ismat Chugtai and Sadat 
Hasan Manto, the two legendary writers who lived in this metropolis - about the art of  
chronicling these multi-layered overlapping cities. Shot mainly during the monsoon, the film 
portrays some extremely beautiful yet ruthlessly violent features of  Bombay which, gener-
ally, are not part of  the popular narratives.

Director Madhusree Dutta will be present during this programme.
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16 november | 16.00 hrs

NotES oN MAN CAPtuRE  
nandini bedi | 2007 | 43’ 

To capture a man, and then make him marry, you need a chicken. When the cotton is in 
bloom in the Garo Hills, an extension of  the Eastern Himalayas, the season for men capture 
commences. Men from one village capture men from another to have them married to their 
unmarried sisters, cousins and nieces. If  a man accepts the marriage, he moves into the  
village of  his wife and shares her property. And if  he doesn’t…?

tAlES FRoM tHE MARGINS  
Kavitha Joshi | 2006 | 23’ 

Manipur is a state in India’s North-East region, riven for decades by insurgency and vio-
lence. The Indian government has attempted to crush the insurgency through its military 
might; shielded by undemocratic laws. tales from the Margins travels to this remote, strife-torn 
corner of  India to document the extraordinary protests of  Manipuri women for justice. D
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spiCinG Up de balie:
tHE INDIAN CoMMuNItY 
INVItES
16 november | 17.00 hrs

In close cooperation with restaurant Indian Express, De Balie organizes a varied programme 
for and by the Indian community. This Indian community evening is not intended to discuss 
India, but is meant for Indians themselves.

The Indian community is the fastest growing community in Amsterdam, and deserves its 
own evening within the Amsterdam India Festival. To this means, De Balie - located next to 
Leidseplein - will be spiced up and surrender to Indian spheres.
The sari fashion show - discover the regional differences! - and Indian dance performance 
will get everyone in the mood to participate in a Bollywood dance workshop. Good Indian 
food, a live performance of  Najam Murad Khan, and DJ Don’s funky Bollywood sounds 
will take care of  the rest. Dress up and celebrate the best which Amsterdam India has to 
offer with us and each other. Everybody is welcome! C
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NEGotIAtING KASHMIR
16 november | 17.00 hrs

The Kashmir conflict is one of  the most difficult territorial disputes in the world. And a 
resolution is not even in sight. Although the Pakistan factor has less impact at the moment, 
many groups within Kashmir continue to strive for independence. For India Express, De Balie 
has developed a negotiation game. In this game the future of  Kashmir will be simulated to 
provide participants insights into the behaviour of  the groups and countries involved. 

Interested? There is room for a limited number of  participants (50). Make sure you reserve 
your place early!
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(IN)EQuAlItY IN INDIA
16 november | 21.00 hrs

On a regular basis, societal equality is discussed in the Netherlands. During De Balie’s 2006 
‘Great Weekend of  Equality’, equality was pleaded for, whereas in other parts of  Dutch 
society it is conotated with negative associations such as ‘burdensome’ and ‘suffocating’, and 
increasingly so. In general, nonetheless, in the Netherlands, as in most European countries, 
too much social inequality is considered as undesirable. Do Indians think similarly on (in)
equality as we do? What is the status of  the caste system at the moment? And how does 
(in)equality affect the functioning of  the Indian democracy? In the third debate of  India 
Express, De Balie contemplates the (im)possibilities of  the equality ideal in India with a.o. 
Ganesh Devy, renowned for his work about suppressed minorities, and Stalin K., director 
of  the documentary India Untouched.
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16 november | 19.30 hrs 

tHE GREAt INDIAN SCHool SHoW
avinash deshpande | 2005 | 53’

In the Great Indian School Show Avinash Deshpande takes you through the surreal images of  a 
school in Nagpur which is ‘controlled’ and watched over by more than 200 cameras in class-
rooms and staffrooms. The Principal is convinced that the technology of  the Closed-Circuit 
Television (CCTV) is the best thing that ever happened to education in India. 

MORAlITy TV & lOVING JIHAD  
paromita Vohra | 2007 | 29’

In Operation Majnu, police officers attacked about 30 couples sitting in a Meerut park for 
‘moral turpitude’. The youngsters who were not arrested are caught between a world of  
pleasure and permissiveness in the ‘new India’, and traditional ‘Hindu’ ideals of  love and 
marriage. The interviews in this film reflect how they negotiate their way in the world of  
romance in utter confusion. Director Paromita Vohra will be present during the programme. D
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WoRD WItHIN tHE WoRD
rajula shah | 2007 | 74’ | 17 november | 20.30 hrs

Elaborate lyrics infused with mysterious imagery, picturesque narratives full of  worldly  
wisdom - mystical Bhakti poetry. The cultural heritage of  this 15th century reform move-
ment is strongly anchored in the collective memory of  the Indian rural population. Still 
highly respected today, the most influential Bhakti poet is deemed to be Kabir (Arabic for ‘the 
great one’). In his teachings, ideas from Islam and Hinduism fuse together. Bhakti devotees 
feel driven to paraphrase this poetic language and explain its complex meanings. Even the 
young director had trouble infiltrating this fascinating world of  myth. Generations lost in 
translation: a picture of  an unknown India where tradition and the present collide.

Director Rajula Shah will be present during the programme.
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18 november | 20.30 hrs 

tHE HouSE oN GulMoHAR AVENuE 
samina Mishra | 2005 | 30’   

A film about home and belonging, set against the political context in India, the film traces 
the filmmaker’s personal journey, seeking an honest and deeply personal understanding to 
what it means to be a Muslim in India today. 

Director Samina Mishra will be present during the programme.

PASSENGERS
nooh nizami & akanksha Joshi | 2003 | 52’ 

This film portrays the story of  a family of  seven living in the Poor Quarters of  Ahmeda-
bad, people who faced the murderous Hindu mobs in the 2002 Gujarat genocide against 
Muslims. This feature speaks of  the rift that has entered not just between communities, but 
within families because of  different ideologies. D
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KARMA & KISMET  
CoMING HoME to RooSt 
theatre reading | 19 & 20 november | 20.00 hrs

This play is a comic fantasy about what is old and what is new about India today. When a 
young American geeky nerd and elderly British historian visit the homeland of  their parents 
they find themselves in the wrong place at the wrong time when they try to cash in on the 
exciting new opportunities from the rapid economic changes taking place across the sub-
continent right now. Injun Joe and Dr. Gupta find themselves trapped in the ruins of  an old 
Palace and become the pawns of  Fate and Destiny as they discover that there is more to 
India then culture and history. Their dreams and hopes of  fame and fortune shatter as they 
fight to save themselves from disaster, death and each other.

Written and played by Manjit Kaur, a British Asian writer/journalist/performer who has been living and 
working in Amsterdam for more than 20 years. Also with Grainne Delaney and Herman Gambhir.
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19 november | 20.30 hrs 

WAItING
atul Gupta & shabnan ara | 2005 | 39’   

A story of  missing boys and men, picked up by security forces and who then simply disap-
peared. The location is Kashmir. Since the men are missing, not declared dead, their wives 
are not widows but ‘half  widows’. The women and children tell their own stories. Their 
dreams, fears, aspirations and hardships are engraved in their faces. While many have learnt 
to live with their hopes, others have not.

HoPE DIES lASt IN WAR
supriyo sen | 2007 | 80’

The 1971 Indo-Pakistani conflict left dozens of  Indian prisoners of  war, who are yet to 
return home. This eye-opening, personal film revolves around a group of  POWs that is of-
ten forgotten, overshadowed by more high-profile or current soldiers in the same situation. 
‘Hope’ follows the families of  several officers as they continually lobby the Pakistani and 
Indian governments for the release of  their loved ones. D
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20 november | 20.30 hrs 

oNE SHoW lESS
nayantara Kotian | 2005 | 20’   

One Show Less is an awarded documentary on the gradual demise of  the single-screen 
cinema halls and its impact on the lower classes of  India. The film focuses on Usha Talkies, 
whose spirited employees and seatbreaking public make it one of  a kind. The cinema hall 
is under pressure; are the masses to be deprived of  the incomparable experience of  the big 
screen?

SEA CItY
lalitha Krishna | 2005 | 30’

Once, Bombay was only composed of  seven islands with the Kolis - a fishing community 
- as its original inhabitants. As Bombay grew over the years, the creeks were filled to build 
roads and the population increased as people migrated there seeking work. Sea City takes 
a look at the life of  the Kolis and explores their relationship with the city that has grown 
around them. D
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21 november | 19.30 hrs 

RIVER tAMING MANtRAS 
sanya barnela & Vasant saberwal | 2004 | 36’   

Large parts of  Eastern India are subject to annual flooding, and the government is unsuc-
cesful in solving the problem. The documentary centres on a single water taming mantra 
- embankment - concentrating largely on its inefficacy in keeping at bay waters and woes 
alike. River Taming Mantras explores the technological, economic and political rationale 
that underlies the adoption of  such flood controlling measures.

NAINA JOGIN - ‘THE ASCETIC EyE’
praveen Kumar | 2005 | 59’

The vitality of  the Madhubani painting style has enchanted people across the world. The 
international market for this art form is as much a fact as the enigmatic beliefs and cultural 
practices of  the artists. This awarded documentary travels through the region of  Madhu-
ban, looking at the lives of  these artists who struggle against trying circumstances, juxtapos-
ing the frugality of  their means with the richness of  their work. D
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21 november | 21.30 hrs 

CAStING SHADoWS
nayantara Kotian | 2007 | 25’   

Casting shadows takes a look at the unusual lives of  two look-alikes. In a unique world in 
which fiction blends into reality, the film moves between these two men who have nothing 
in common save the alias they share, that of  the greatest star in Indian cinema history: 
Amitabh Bachchan.

NAAtA
K.p. Jayasankar &  anjali Monteiro | 2003 | 45’

A documentary about Bhau Korde and Waqar Khan, two activists and friends who have 
been involved in conflict resolution, working with neighbourhood peace committees in 
Dharavi, Mumbai, reputedly the largest ‘slum’ in Asia. This film explores their work, which 
has included the collective production and use of  visual media for ethnic amity.  
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22 november | 19.30 hrs 

PEE (SHIt)
amudhan r.p. | 2003 | 26’  

While collecting shit in a street near a temple in Madurai, Mariyammal (a dalit) shares her 
frustration with the film maker: her job is considered her traditional occupation under the 
Indian caste system. There is little hope for change as her children are also indirectly forced 
to continue this tradition. The film - which uses many symbols to bring out the discrimina-
tion she experiences while others lead a life with dignity around her - triggered a chain of  
actions in Tamilnadu.

REHANA - A QuESt FoR FREEDoM
Gargi sen & priyanka Mukherjee | 2007 | 39’

This film is about aspirations and freedom. It presents the life and work of  Rehana Adib, a 
grassroots feminist leader in Muzzafarnagar, Uttar Pradesh, who motivates girls and women 
to question discrimination and build up collective struggles against violence. 
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22 november | 21.30 hrs 

HAPPY HooKERS
ashish sawhny | 2005 | 54’ 

This intimate documentary delves into the lives of  three male prostitutes in Mumbai. Im-
ran’s family knows nothing about his career as a parttime prostitute. The bisexual village 
migrant Shakeel works as an extra in Bollywood, while Vicky performs as a woman in 
traditional Tamasha performance. These men defy antiquated laws and social customs to 
express their sexualities or to simply make a living. 

DElHI-MuMbAI-DElHI
saba dewan | 2006 | 63’

Working class girl Riya dances in the beer bars of  Mumbai to make a living. The docu-
mentary follows her from her home in Delhi to Mumbai. Delhi-Mumbai-Delhi, shot in the 
backdrop of  the Maharashtra Governments’ controversial move to ban girls from dancing 
in beer bars, interweaves stories of  gender, labour, sexuality and popular culture within an 
increasingly globalized economy. D
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23 november | 19.30 hrs 

tAzA KHAbbAR
bishakha dutta | 2007 | 31’

About the production and distribution of  the eight-page village newsletter Khabar Lahariya 
(News Waves). Dutta follows the all-women team of  local journalists on a breathless journey 
through police stations, polling booths, power cuts, printer failures, and sleepless nights... all 
part of  a determined effort to ensure that ‘Issue 62: Election Special’ reaches its rural readers 
right on time. 

GoDDESSES
leena Menimekalai | 2007 | 45’

Cast out and left alone, three remarkable women defy the norms of  Indian society: Lakshmi 
is a professional funeral singer, Sethuraku earns her money as a ‘fisher woman’ - a real man’s 
job considered a taboo for Indian women -, while Krishnaveni earns her money burying 
unclaimed corpses. In revealing images Manimekalai illustrates the extraordinary lives of  
these women who have taken their grim fate into their own hands. D
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23 november | 21.30 hrs 

MANy PEOPlE, MANy DESIRES 
t. Jayashree | 2004 | 45’

Irrespective of  whether one is gay, lesbian, bisexual or transgender, one cannot legally ex-
ist as such in India. Cutting across class, gender, language and caste, this documentary  
addresses the status of  sexual minorities in India, aiming to stir up the debate and discussion 
and generate support from within and outside the sexual minority communities.

FlYING INSIDE MY boDY 
sushmit Ghosh | 2008 | 36’

Ghosh explores how the form of  the body can become a powerful physical language to 
express dissent over social norms and conventions. The film is a journey with veteran  
photographer Sunil Gupta, who has used his art to challenge the stereotypes that tend to de-
fine one’s own body, sexuality and identity. The film’s lyrical style marries still-photography 
with moving images and text to unfold an intensely personal narrative that questions the 
deeply ingrained prejudices that we all carry within ourselves. D
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AMStERDAM INDIA FEStIVAl 
The programme India Express is part of  the Amsterdam India Festival (AIF), which takes 
place from 12 to 30 November. 

In the Amsterdam India Festival, a large number of  Amsterdam based cultural institu-
tions, among which De Balie, present an all-round cultural pattern-card with dozens of  
events in the areas of  music, dance, fashion, photography, theatre, art, architecture and 
multi-media. Theme of  the festival is blended Cultures, referring to the large variety of  the 
different cultures which live together in India. A diversity which can also be found in the 
city of  Amsterdam.

For more general information about the festival please refer to www.indiafestival.nl
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Colophon

programme coordinator  Wilbur Perlot (De Balie)
producer  Antje van Amsterdam (De Balie)
editorial staff  de balie  Ellen Walraven, Eric Kluitenberg, 
Dirk van der Straaten, Richard de Boer, Wilbur Perlot
external editors  Nandini Bedi (Chitra Katha Productions),  
Michiel Baas (IIAS)
photography  Hans Gremmen (coordination FW: India Express)
art work  Rupali Gupte en Prasad Shetty (CRIT Mumbai)
theatre readings  Manjit Kaur, Grainne Delaney,  
Herman Gambhir
publicity  Peter Schuite, Eva Groentjes
Graphic designer Tina Lenz (Tunagraphics)
photo poster  Jos Ruijs (www.partnershipfoundation.nl)
printing  SSP Amsterdam
partners  IIAS, Chitra Katha Productions, Vikalp
India Express is made possible by Ministry of  Foreign Affairs, Ministry of   
Education, Culture and Science, Hivos, Hivos-NCDO Cultuurfonds C
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